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Are you searching for a way live more completely and enjoy life, to be at the weight that feels
best for you physically and emotionally without needing to starve or defeat yourself up? It's time
to get off the treadmill of diet plans for ladies, stop moderating (whatever which means) and
start LIVING! Welcome to the technique for smart weight reduction, located in science and
nourishment information, Nutritional Alignment. Nutritional Alignment may be the synergistic
mix of intensive studies in the original sciences of physiology, psychology and diet along with
meditation, spirituality, and chinese medical theory. Find out Nutritional Alignment, free yourself
from the countless diets and start living your own Existence in Synergy. It explains how to eat
without dieting or needing to run 10 miles a day to accomplish your ideal bodyweight. Do you
want to LIVE a healthy lifestyle that includes your favorite foods and treats, to avoid worrying
constantly about every bite of meals you possess or don’t have? This book simplifies all of the
mysteries of nourishment, fiber, inflammatory foods, well balanced meals, taste buds, gender
and exercise. Don't Diet, ALIGN!
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A great read, runs beyond the normal diet book I think by now we're all exhausted with the
multitude of diet programs that are out there that don't really present any results after you've
tried them. This publication is more in regards to a different method to live more fully and enjoy
existence, to be at the pounds that feels greatest for you emotionally and actually without
having to starve or beat yourself up.Through these pages you learn the secrets of dietary
alignment, a life in synergy.Helena offers discovered a way to live smarter instead of living
harder and it's really so refreshing to come across something that doesn't involve a 1,000
calories a day or 5 days weekly in the gym! Align Your Life with Nutrition and Great Choices This
is a well crafted book..YOU! Bought one for me and a another good friend who was sad to leave
Helena and move to NYC.I came across this book truly exciting, and it covers a lot more than
just nutrition, you learn about:- Feeding your emotional, mental and physical bodies- How your
subconscious mind gets control and how you eat away of habit- The psychology of the body,
including why we have taste buds- The role of gender- Learn the science of nutrients, vitamins
and dietary fiber- How calorie consumption function to keep mass- How exactly to create your
lifestyle so it is in synergy together with your world and learn more about the most important
person in your life.!!!You're not by itself upon this journey, Helena is there cheering you about
and supporting you in every step as you turn the pages. Nutritional Alignment® (Living your Life
in Synergy) by Helena Collins I actually was impressed by the author's holistic method of health
and happiness. Helena further clarifies that it's essential to "begin something new by
understanding that it is something new". This book is fantastic and perfect for those of us that
like/hope to look good and enjoy the good things in life. One of the keys she presents is finding
balance. Not going overboard in anything you do. Unique System for Pounds Control and
Overall Well-Being In her publication "Nutritional Alignment - Don't Diet, Align! This drives the
idea home in every case. She says her market is ladies, but as a guy I found it engaging and
primary.The author presents her information in a manner that is easy to learn. Great
Publication!without the scientific jargon that fills similar books about them. You'll want balance
in your life to be happy." Helena Collins presents a old program that not only assists a person
control his or her excess weight but adds the benefits of a positive mental attitude and lifestyle.! It is easy to see that she really cares about people and assisting them to live their finest
life. For women this is 13 instances their desired pounds, and for guys the number is 14
situations their desired weight. Love it !There is much more to this program, however."I highly
recommend this publication. She prefers walking and takes 10,000 guidelines every day,
measured by a pedometer.Gleam thorough discussion about different types of food and
nutrients and the necessity to drink a substantial amount of water. MANY THANKS HELENA
!The program has been developed over a long period of time, and it has been used successfully
by lots of the author's clients. Among the best things about the publication is that she provides
many examples of the problems of different customers and what they did to solve
them.Interestingly, Helena Collins reminded me of the task that is being carried out by Deepak
Chopra and Rudolph Tanzi on a super human brain when she hinted that you are not likely to
create much progress with issues relating to eating, fitness and well-being if you do not train the
human brain to work on those problems. Having spent period at Helena's Boylston street studio,
she and her personnel trule practice what they preach and the positive, results-driven
environment she produces there trancends into this book. That is clearly a very important factor
that's lacking in many other related books. I'm going to start her 21 time plan first thing
tomorrow. Everyone would prosper to read this book and gain this consciousness. Different
Helena Collins offers us a different method to consider who we are, where we originated from,

how we live, and then, once we have that data, building appropriate choices about feeding on
and workout. I am honestly happier than ever. I explain that of us can get help from angels;
Helena clarifies that most women are either thinkers, decorators or commuters, and gives
activities for each type to teach their brain a fresh skill: how to appropriately select meals. For
instance, she tells those that fall in the thinking group to have "300 calories from something
sweet".A issue she asks in here that basically made me end and think is "who is the most crucial
person in your life? She states that the most important exercise tools are a drinking water bottle
and pedometer. It is apparent that she cares about people and really wants to motivate you to
self-improvement. A worth-well book to read. This is a unique method of weight control and
lifestyle generally that I was unacquainted with.. It's been edited and reviewed well.The writer
truly can be an expert in this field. What this means is that everyone has a number of calorie
consumption they can and really should consume each day time to maintain a particular
weight.Thankfully, I am making a lot of the good choices that she discusses in this book, yet I
did learn a whole lot. This book is indeed loaded with information, it will have a while to process
it and work out how to implement it.The primary message that I took out of this book is: until I
train my brain to work on the problems that I perceive in my own health, fitness, and eating, I
won't have quite definitely success.The writer is very thorough and discusses a great number of
topics pertaining to the subject. She emphasizes producing "You the most important person in
your daily life" and gives tips about how to perform this. For example, the author maintains that
a lot of strenuous workout is counterproductive. Still use Helena's recommendations Love
Helena's reserve and had an opportunity to meet her in person. Still use her recommendations
in every day lifestyle.! Great delivery service Very good book! Great delivery provider. You can eat
anything you want, simply don't go over your number. I purchased a pedometer and started in
Monday - I really love the program and am lucky enough to spend time in Boston so I've tried a
few group classes - I must say i do feel that the program is wonderful for me Don't diet, be
healthful and happy rather! She gives you tools to begin with on the journey to health insurance
and happiness. Her suggestions are nothing new/innovative, but she makes it so simple and
fun to read that it's hard never to want to change your eating habits immediately. Definitely a
must read. As close as possible get to the real thing... This book is wonderful!On top of all that,
the author has an engaging writing style.I learned a lot from this book and Personally i think
confident that you'll succeed if you follow the rules within this book and you'll definitely have
the ability to embrace your life more in synergy with an increase of period to create, laugh, love
(especially yourself) and really live your life. An incredible instructor and today author. I highly
recommend this book if you are looking for REAL SOLUTIONS and ultimately a plan you can
sustain and feel great about in your daily life. Helena will switch your daily life if you're ready to
do a little learning. LIFE CHANGING! I've danced professionally for the BOSTON CELTICS for 2
years, and have always been on a strict, closely watched diet, dancing and working out at least
40 hours weekly. I am a 26 year old woman, and have been a competitive dancer for 23 of these
years. Having said that, I was never happy with my body, which is normally shocking, given that I
spent Most of my time focused and specialized in the appearance of my body. Since I have
started my trip with nutritional alignment, I now like myself, MY WHOLE Personal, and I hardly
ever thought that was feasible. Not merely am I completely deeply in love with my body, I need
not give up my life and my leisure time eliminating myself at a gym. I do something comparable
in my book, Question the Angels to---. Her solution is so simple, and thats exactly what women
need, simple.! The best part about all this is certainly that she does not just hand out opinions,
she clarifies scientifically why vegetables and fruits and water are needed in the body and how

the body and the brain react to them.The crux of this program is to "eat your number". Very good
book!!!! Obviously, if you're reading this, everything you've attempted before hasn't still left you
happy, so what must you lose? It really is clear and concise. Helena is a genius. She actually is
starting a healthy, weight loss/maintenance movement! Great suggestions and easy
recommendations to accomplish. Buy it! This book is an excellent book for all of your life.
AWESOME! Along with Helena's SFM classes it helps you change your each day style right into
a healthy and pleasant one. Enjoy!
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